Expansion Web: *light*

- light
- lightly
- lightless
- lightlessly
- lightlessness
- relight
- relighted
- relighting
- lightweight
- lighthouse
- lightproof
- lighthearted
- flashlight
- daylight
- delight
- headlight
- lighter
- lightest
- lights
- lighted
- lighting
- lightable

(Adapted from Henry, 2010)
Expansion Web Activity: word

(Adapted from Henry, 2010)
Expansion Web: *rupt*

- **cor-**
  - corrupt
  - corrupts
  - corrupted
  - corruptly
  - corrupting
  - corruptive
  - corruptiveness
  - corruptively
  - corruptivity
  - corruption
  - Incorruptible
  - incorruptibility

- **ab-**
  - abrupt
  - abruptly
  - abruptness

- **dis-**
  - disrupt
  - disrupts
  - disrupting
  - disrupted
  - disruptive
  - disruptively
  - disruptiveness

- **un-, in-**
  - uninterrupt
  - uninterrupted

- **rupture**
  - ruptured
  - rupturing

- **erupt**
  - erupts
  - erupted
  - eruption
  - eruptions

(Adapted from Henry, 2010)
Determining Word Meaning

Define the invented words on the first page of Handout 7.
Using Knowledge of Morphology

• **caustocelerator**: a person or thing that burns quickly

• **durocranialness**: the state of being hard headed

• **dendrodemoite**: tree people

• **unfractable**: not able to be broken

• **osteosstructor**: one who builds bones
Review These Terms

- Base word
- Prefix
- Suffix
- Derivative